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ABSTRACT

The increase of wasted time and pollution due to vehicular traffic has paved the way to many different countermeasures,
ranging from the enforcement of congestion tolls to the commercialization of vehicles powered by low-emission hybrid
engines. Advanced traveler information systems (ATISs), which are capable of supplying updated traffic information to
all those citizens that are driving through city roads, represent a prominent approach to combat vehicular congestion. In
brief, ATISs are concerned with collecting, processing, and disseminating traffic information, providing data that can be
profitably exploited by an on-board navigation system to compute the most convenient route to a given destination. Indeed,
their role becomes progressively more relevant as their accuracy and reliability increases, thus encouraging more and more
people to utilize them while driving. With this in mind, we devised a new congestion detection model that accurately
estimates and forecasts the short-term congestion state of a road without requiring any prior knowledge regarding any of
its parameters. Such model can be easily integrated within an ATIS and usefully applied to any given road. The efficacy of
our model is here proved through the results of several experiments, which witness the validity of our approach. Copyright
© 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Vehicular congestion in urban areas has steadily grown
during the years to become one of the primary problems
tackled by city administrators. In the USA, for example,
statistics collected from its 15 most populated cities show
that the amount of time wasted by daily commuters has
more than doubled in the past 30 years, reaching the value
of more than 50 h, on average, per year [1]. In developing
countries, as China for example, this trend is even more
dramatic, as the rate at which motor vehicle ownership
increases is orders of magnitude higher than the rate at
which new roads are being constructed [2]. The constant
increase of vehicular congestion in many cities, throughout
the world, has led to the devise of a plethora of differ-
ent approaches that aim at stopping and, possibly, inverting
such trend. One of such approaches, termed advanced trav-
eler information systems (ATISs), is built upon the joint use
of advanced information and communication technologies
and global positioning systems (GPSs). In brief, wireless

communication infrastructures and navigation technolo-
gies are exploited to (i) collect positions from vehicles,
(ii) infer relevant information concerning vehicular con-
gestion, and (iii) provide congestion information to each
single driver.

All these are possible thanks to a widespread deploy-
ment of advanced personal navigation devices, which are
equipped with wireless access interfaces (e.g., Univer-
sal Mobile Telecommunications System, WiFi, WiMax), a
GPS receiver, and a digital map. Additionally, the imple-
mentation of such type of systems requires the use of a
central entity that receives, stores, and processes vehicle
positions and, in turn, sends updated congestion estimates
and forecasts to all drivers, as represented in Figure 1. Once
drivers discover that one of the road sections they planned
to traverse is severely jammed, they can decide to change
their route before remaining stuck in traffic.

Beneficial applications of ATISs go well beyond the
vehicular congestion domain, including also, but not being
limited to, important contributions that they can bring to
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Figure 1. Scenario.

environmental, drivers, and pedestrian safety, for example
[3–11]. In fact, a reliable knowledge of both the real-time
and future traffic situation could, for example, aid city
traffic managers in taking operative decisions concerning
the diversion of traffic flows, when congestion levels in
given areas exceed certain pre-defined thresholds. An effi-
cient ATIS infrastructure could also offer a valuable tool to
detect or even foresee accident occurrences, for example,
alerting when traffic very rapidly builds up, thus indicat-
ing the happening of a non-recurrent event (e.g., an acci-
dent), or when traffic flows stop following given known
patterns (e.g., vehicles entering a one-way street in the
wrong direction), thus predicting a dangerous event might
take place.

Clearly, the successful deployment of the aforemen-
tioned systems heavily depends on the reliability with
which congestion estimates and forecasts are performed.
Wrong estimates and forecasts, in fact, could divert traf-
fic flows towards congested areas, thus prolonging the time
required to reach a given destination.

Although the vehicular congestion phenomenon has
been thoroughly studied for highway scenarios, where
identifying traffic conditions is typically simple because a
limited number of factors (e.g., incoming traffic flows and
obstacles) contribute to a given traffic situation that may be
found at any given time (possible causes of congestion are
marked with flames in the leftmost part of Figure 2), the
same cannot usually be said for urban scenarios [12,13]. In
fact, in urban areas, several can be the underlying causes of
traffic jams (rightmost part of Figure 2), which can hence
more hastily appear and disappear and consequently be
more difficult to detect and predict. Hence, the initial step
that must be undertaken in engineering an ATIS that may
prove to be effective in urban areas is the devise of an
operative definition that clearly indicates when vehicular
congestion appears on any given road segment.

Indeed, many different definitions have been presented
in literature, but, to the best of our knowledge, none pro-
vides results that are not prone to interpretation while being
independent from specific road parameters. For this rea-
son, we propose a new traffic congestion definition, which
draws its inspiration from a relevant line of research that
has studied how the capacity and the bandwidth occupied
by an Internet connection could be efficiently determined
by observing the end-to-end delay of Internet Protocol
packets [14,15].

Our definition starts from the observation that any two
cars that traverse the same street will probably experi-
ence the same congested traffic conditions, assuming that
they do traverse it not too far away in time one from the
other. This is due to the inertia of vehicular queues, which
causes a road to remain congested for a given period equal
to, say S , even if, at a certain point in time, the ingress
flow to that road rapidly drops. Hence, such observation
allows us to provide the definition of congestion, which
is as follows: congestion is a road’s state, which lasts for
at least S units of time, during which travel times exceed
the time T ! normally incurred under light or free-flow
travel conditions.

Our aim, in this paper, is to introduce a new congestion
detection and short-term forecasting algorithm, which, on
the basis of the congestion definition mentioned before, can
be easily put to good use within ATISs.

The strength of our algorithm is that it can provide its
results without requiring any prior knowledge regarding
a road. In fact, our algorithm is able to return short-term
congestion forecasts by simply processing the informa-
tion collected by the personal navigation device units of
vehicles. In order to verify the validity of our approach, we
devised a wide set of experiments that led us to drive for
over 450 miles on urban sections of Los Angeles (CA) and
Pisa (Italy) roads.
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Figure 2. Highway versus urban congestion.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we sur-
vey the schemes that fall closest to ours in recognizing con-
gested from non-congested roads. In Section 3, we briefly
describe the model underlying our algorithm and verify its
robustness in Section 4, whereas we demonstrate how it
can be beneficially employed within an ATIS in Section 5.
The results of our experimental assessment are provided in
Section 6. Section 7, finally, concludes our paper.

2. RELATED WORK

Although a wealth of work in the area of congestion
detection and forecasting algorithms exist, for the sake of
brevity, we here only survey three different approaches that
most easily can be integrated with an ATIS [13–22].

The first one, known as Surface Street Traffic Estima-
tion, was introduced to recognize congestion situations
on streets that are controlled by traffic lights [20]. Suc-
cinctly, according to this approach, vehicles are considered
to undergo a congestion event if they step in one of the
two situations that follow that decelerate their flow. In fact,
vehicles could experience delays either by moving in a stop
and go pattern or by simply standing in queue for a full
red light cycle or more. The shortcoming of this approach
is that it lacks any short-term forecasting power and, to
the best of our knowledge, it has only been defined and
tested on streets that end at signalized intersections, thus
leaving out of its scope and applicability a wide class of
urban streets.

The second approach we tested here has been drawn
from the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) delay formula
for signalized intersections [21]. This formula computes
the average traversal time THCM a vehicle experiences on a
given street, which varies with the street length, speed limit

and capacity (as a function of its number of lanes and its
traffic light phases length), and the average amount of cars
that enters during a given time span. THCM returns useful
information to recognize when a given section of a road
is congested or not, when computed, setting the ingress
traffic volume equal to the road’s capacity. Although very
interesting, such approach is limited by the fact that
it depends upon prior information, such as given road
parameters, which hence jeopardize its ability to adapt to
new situations.

To conclude with the third proposal, we refer to the
service provided by Google Traffic, as a practical service
of common use providing drivers with traffic information
before they begin their journey (through the Web) and
while driving, through navigation units that are installed
on their cellphones [22]. Although such system is gaining
an increasing role in the management of urban platoons
of vehicles, little information has been so far published on
how it really works and on how it actually detects a con-
gested state on a given road. Not only that, it generally
lacks any information concerning the trend of the traffic
situation on a given road in the short term, thus omitting
one of the pieces of the puzzle that most may influence the
routing decisions taken by drivers. All these said, from the
point of view of a user, a color is assigned to each road,
depending on the average speed that has been measured on
it and on its speed limit. For highways, for example, green
represents an average speed that exceeds 80 km/h, yellow
an average speed that lies between 40 and 80 km/h, and red
less than 40 km/h.

For the sake of completeness, we listed the main charac-
teristics (pitfalls) of the schemes discussed in this section
in Table I.

Differently from any of the proposals that have
been described here, we devised an algorithm that can
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Table I. Congestion detection tools: characteristics.

Forecasting Detection Use of road parameters

Surface Street Traffic Estimation No Yes No
Highway Capacity Manual No Yes Yes
Google Traffic Yes (based on historical information) Yes No

contemporarily detect and forecast, in the short term,
congestion on any given road, not needing any prior
information regarding any of its parameters.

3. DETECTING AND FORECASTING
TRAFFIC CONGESTION: A NEW
APPROACH

With the traffic congestion definition anticipated in
Section 1, we now provide a method to compute the con-
gestion threshold T !, as well as the time S for which con-
gested or non-congested conditions last on any given road
R. The scheme that computes these values is as follows.

We consider a road R as congested if it is possible to
find a value of T ! for which, when a vehicle spends at least
time T ! on it, the majority of subsequent cars (e.g., 80%)
that later enter R (say within a time span S ) still spend at
least T ! units of time to leave it. If, instead, only a low
percentage of the cars that later entered that road experi-
enced a traversal time above T ! units of time (e.g., 20%),
this entails that R is leaving a state of congestion.

In a similar manner, R is non-congested when, if a car
takes less than T ! units of time to leave it, the majority
of vehicles that later enter it (e.g., again 80%) still require
less than that time. Obviously, in the case that only a low
ratio of vehicles that later entered that road experienced a
traversal time below T ! (e.g., 20%), this would mean that
R is transitioning into a congested state. The 80% value is
drawn from the literature, but it may depend on the specific
road under consideration [23].

It is now our duty to translate the aforementioned con-
siderations into a more formal modeling setting, which
will then allow us to derive our congestion detection and
short-term forecasting algorithm.

To this aim, we now introduce the four sets of vehi-
cles: (i) HC.T !1 /, the number of pairs of vehicles that
suffer from high congestion, (ii) N1.T !1 /, the number of
pairs of vehicles that are leaving a congested situation, (iii)
NC.T !2 / the number of pairs of vehicles that do not suf-
fer from congestion, and, finally, (iv) N2.T !2 / the number
of pairs of vehicles that are entering a congestion state.
Specifically, we have the following definitions.

Definition A (High Congestion Set). Consider a group
P of vehicles entering a street R, with the first vehicle of
the group entering R at a given time and the last one enter-
ing R at S units of time later than the first one. HC.T !1 /
is defined as the set of all the pairs of vehicles, .i ; j /, in
P for which both their traversal times, say T !i and T !j ,

exceed the congestion threshold T !1 . We also define as
N1.T !1 / the set of all the pairs of vehicles, say .h; k/, in P
for which the traversal time T !

h
of only the first vehicle h

exceeds T !1 .
Definition B (Low Congestion Set). Take the same

group of cars P entering R within a time span of the same
length as before. NC.T !2 / is defined to be the set of all the
pairs of cars, say, .i ; j /, in P for which both their traversal
times, say, T !i and T !j , are below the congestion thresh-
old T !2 . Consequently, N2.T !2 / is the set of all the pairs of
cars, say, .h; k/, in P for which the traversal time T !

h
of

only the first vehicle h is below T !2 .
We need now to measure the size of the four aforemen-

tioned sets. To this aim, we provide an indicator function
for each of the four sets of vehicles of interest, as specified
in Tables II, III, IV, and V. The meaning of these indica-
tor functions is clear, as each of these functions may be
exploited to check if a given pair of vehicles i and j is
in one of the four given congestion states (high conges-
tion, no congestion, leaving, and entering). For example, if
two given vehicles i and j both experience a delay exceed-
ing the congestion threshold T !1 , the IHC .i ; j / indicator
function will be equal to 1.

Table II. Congestion state indicator
functions: high congestion.

High congestion state

IHC.T!1 / W .P " P/!f0;1g, where

IHC.T!1 /..i; j//D 1, if .i; j/ 2 HC.T!1 /

IHC.T!1 /..i; j//D 0, if .i; j/ … HC.T!1 /

Table III. Congestion state indicator
functions: leaving congestion.

Leaving congestion state

IN1.T!1 / W .P " P/!f0;1g, where

IN1.T!1 /..i; j//D 1, if .i; j/ 2N1.T!1 /

IN1.T!1 /..i; j//D 0, if .i; j/ …N1.T!1 /
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Table IV. Congestion state indicator
functions: no congestion.

No congestion state

INC.T!2 / W .P " P/!f0;1g, where

INC.T!2 /..i; j//D 1, if .i; j/ 2NC.T!1 /

INC.T!2 /..i; j//D 0, if .i; j/ …NC.T!1 /

Table V. Congestion state indicator
functions: entering congestion.

Entering congestion state

IN2.T!2 / W .P " P/!f0;1g, where

IN2.T!2 /..i; j//D 1, if .i; j/ 2N2.T!2 /

IN2.T!2 /..i; j//D 0, if .i; j/ …N2.T!2 /

Table VI. Congestion versus no congestion.

Road R is congested if

P
.i;j/2P"P IHC.T!1 /

.i;j/P
.i;j/2P"P IHC.T!1 /

.i;j/CP.i;j/2P"P IN1.T!1 /
.i;j/ " 100%# 80%.

Road R is non-congested if

P
.i;j/2P"P INC.T!2 /

.i;j/P
.i;j/2P"P INC.T!2 /

.i;j/CP.i;j/2P"P IN2.T!2 /
.i;j/ " 100%# 80%:

It is now possible to count the ratio between the number
of pairs of vehicles that traversed a given road, all taking
more than T !1 , and the total number of pairs of vehicles
that traversed that road with the first vehicle experiencing

a traversal time higher than T !1 , as this value, when high,
indicates a state of stable congestion for a given road R
(left term of the top equation of Table VI).

Similarly, the left term of the equation at the bottom of
Table VI gives the ratio between the amount of pairs of
vehicles that traversed a given road, taking less than T !2
units of time, and the total number of pairs where the first
vehicle took a time less than T !2 , as this value, when high,
indicates a state of no congestion at all.

With the tools provided so far, we can verify whether a
given road R is congested (or not), for a given period S ,
simply by finding the values of T !1 and T !2 for which the
formulas of Table VI are satisfied.

To this aim, we devised an algorithm that is based on
the idea of finding the values of the thresholds T !1 and
T !2 , which maximize the size of the HC.T !1 / and NC.T !2 /
sets (congested and non-congested states, respectively) and
minimize the size of the N1.T !1 / and N2.T !2 / sets (noisy
states) while avoiding the situations where this cluster-
ing activity provides spurious results due to mathemat-
ical inconsistencies. This can be performed solving the
optimization problem described in Table VII.

4. ASSESSING THE
METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY

To assess the validity of our methodology, we have input
to the equation of Table VII 100 pairs of vehicles at a
time, observing the congestion thresholds it returned as
the balance between congested and non-congested pairs of
vehicles changed.

In essence, we computed .T !1 ; T
!
2 / for a given road

when the numbers of pairs of vehicles that fell into its
congested and non-congested sets were as follows (NC
identifies the set of pairs of traversal times both below the
threshold of 50 s andHC the set of pairs of traversal times
both above 50 s): fjNC j D 10; jHC j D 90g; fjNC j D
20; jHC j D 80g; fjNC j D 30; jHC j D 70g; fjNC j D
40; jHC j D 60g; fjNC j D 50; jHC j D 50g; fjNC j D
60; jHC j D 40g; fjNC j D 70; jHC j D 30g; fjNC j D
80; jHC j D 20g; fjNC j D 90; jHC j D 10g. For each

Table VII. Congestion detection formula.

.T!1 ;T
!
2 /D .T1;T2/ s.t.

fmaxT!1 ;T
!
2

P
.i;j/2P"P .IHC.T!1 /.i; j/C

CINC.T!2 /.i; j/C

$IN1.T!1 /.i; j/C

$IN2.T!2 /.i; j//C

$jP.h;k/2P"P IHC.T!1 /.h; k/$
P
.y;z/2P"P INC.T!2 /.y; z/jg.
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Congestion Threshold
Objective Function Value

Figure 3. Congestion threshold and objective function, as a
function of the number of pairs of vehicles that falls into the

congested and uncongested sets, respectively.

given combination, we performed 100 experiments, tak-
ing traversal times (above or below the 50-s threshold)
randomly from a uniform distribution. In Figure 3, we plot-
ted the average value of T ! (which represents T !1 , as T !1
and T !2 were typically very close) and that of the objec-
tive function in Table VII as a function of the previously
defined combinations. Observing T !, we verify that it was
equal to 50 when the average value of the objective func-
tion reached its maximum and there was an equal balance
between the number of pairs of vehicles that fell in the
two sets (50–50). Remarkably, even when the number of
pairs of vehicles that fell into the two sets became rather
unbalanced, 90 congested versus 10 non-congested and
vice versa, the equation of Table VII found a T ! value that
was near the correct one.

We also developed two further experiments where, keep-
ing fixed the number of pairs of traversal times correspond-
ing to congested and non-congested vehicles (50–50), in
the first, we gradually increased the number of pairs of
traversal times corresponding to vehicles that fell in the
N2 set, whereas in the second, we gradually increased the
number of pairs of vehicles that fell in both of the noisy
sets (N1 andN2). In the first experiment, we expected that
our algorithm would compute a threshold of T ! D 50 s
until the point that the amount of introduced noise became
too large. This was what occurred, as reported in Figure 4,
where, again, we plotted both the average T ! values (s)
along with the average of the objective function. In the sec-
ond experiment, instead, we found that, although the value
of the objective function steeply decreased as the number
of noisy samples increased (Figure 5), the balance between
the noisy samples prevented T ! from departing from the
value of 50 s.

Congestion Threshold
Objective Function Value

Figure 4. Congestion threshold and objective function, as a
function of the number of pairs of vehicles that falls into the

entering congestion set.

Congestion Threshold
Objective Function Value

Figure 5. Congestion threshold and objective function, as a
function of the number of pairs of vehicles that falls into the
entering congestion and leaving congestion sets, respectively.

5. DEPLOYMENT WITHIN AN
ADVANCED TRAVELER
INFORMATION SYSTEM

We can put the aforementioned model to good use within
an ATIS implementation adopting the following procedure.

Initially, a central entity collects traversal time data con-
cerning a given road R as returned by a set of vehicles
that act as traffic probes. On receiving traversal time sam-
ples from vehicles, this entity keeps adding them to an
internal data structure (line 2, Table VIII) until a sufficient
number of samples have been collected and that road has
been observed for a sufficient time, for example, for half
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Table VIII. ATIS algorithm.

Input: Traversal time T of a vehicle that traverses a given road R.
Output: Road R congestion information.
1.if collectingData == true then
2. collectedTraversalTimes.Add(T);
3. if R.ObservationTime > 12 h and
4. collectedTraversalTimes.Length > 100 then
5. collectingData = false;
6. .S;T!1 ;T

!
2 / CTDF(collectedTraversalTimes);

7. end
8.end
9.else
10. if T > T!

11. alertCongestion(R);
12. end
13.end

a day (lines 3 and 4). At the end of this initial process,
the entity stops collecting information concerning the street
(line 5) and builds its picture of the congestion states char-
acterizing that given street, using the CTDF() function
(line 6), CTDF() being the implementation of the formula
of Table VII. If any time later, be it 1 h or 1 month, a vehicle
traverses that given road exceeding the computed conges-
tion threshold T !1 , the entity can exploit this information
to, for example, send a message, alerting all those vehicles
that are approaching its area (line 11).

Now, it is the turn to describe how the CTDF() func-
tion works (Table IX). As already said, it implements the
mechanism described in Table VII. Namely, it searches for
the values T !1 and T !2 that contemporarily maximize the
size of the high congestion setHC.T !1 / and the size of the
no congestion set NC.T !2 / while minimizing the size of
the remaining two sets N1.T !1 / and N2.T !2 / (lines 2 and
5). After the size of the two sets HC.T !1 / and NC.T !2 /
is computed, a check is performed to evaluate whether
they satisfy the conditions given in Table VI (i.e., the 80%
check). If so, the function ends successfully, returning the
values of S , T !1 , and T !2 . Unfortunately, the checks could
fail because a too-large duration S for the state of con-
gestion of interest was chosen. This would mean that the
following holds for many pairs of subsequent cars that tra-
verse a given road: the congested (or non-congested) state a
first vehicle incurs in does not last in time, as a second vehi-
cle does not find the same state any longer. However, this
problem could solely concern the value of the period S that
we have chosen. In fact, a smaller value of S could exist, in
principle, for which both of the subsequent cars that com-
pose a vehicle pair incur in the same state of congestion.
The idea is hence that of looking for such value by grad-
ually reducing the value of S until a situation is captured
where both the subsequent vehicles of the pair experience
a similar state of congestion (or no congestion). This moti-
vates the iterative structure of the CTDF() function. As a
final note, it is important to consider that our experiments
show that the difference between T !1 and T !2 is always con-
fined within a 3% value difference. This is reasonable and

Table IX. Congestion threshold detection function.

Input: A list of traversal times.
Output: S;T!.
1.S !max minutes;
2..T!1 ;T

!
2 / .T1;T2/ s.t. Max.T1;T2/;

3.while :Check1.T!1 /^:Check2.T!2 /^S >!min do
4. S S$ ı minutes;
5. .T!1 ;T

!
2 / .T1;T2/ s.t. Max.T1;T2/;

6.end
7. if :Check1.T!1 /^:Check2.T!2 / then
8. return null;
9. else
10. return.S;T!1 ;T

!
2 /

11.end

largely expected and justifies the fact that, from now on,
we will only use a unique congestion threshold value T !,
obtained as T ! D T !1 ! T !2 .

6. TEST BED RESULTS

We carried out a set of nine different experiments in 2008
and 2009 with a fleet of cars driving through traffic to
verify the effectiveness of our mobility congestion detec-
tion and forecasting algorithm. Eight of these experiments
were run in Los Angeles, CA, and one in Pisa, Italy. All
the main information concerning these roads are listed in
Table X (name, section, length, free flow traversal time,
full and green traffic light cycles, and number of traversals
performed) [23,24]. Each vehicle carried an onboard sys-
tem consisting of a laptop, a GPS receiver, and an EVDO
interface. Upon each traversal of a given road section R,
a car sent its traversal time to an ATIS, which, in turn,
computed an estimate of T ! when a sufficient amount of
data was available. Our results are briefly described in the
following subsection.
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Table X. Experiment information: location, road section, road length, free flow traversal time, traffic light cycle time and
green time, and number traversals performed.

Road Section, direction Length (m) Free flow (s) Cycle (s) Green (s) Lap #

1 Via B. Croce Guerrazzi–Queirolo, left 380 34 85 55 111
2 S. Monica Blvd. Veteran–Sepulveda, left 380 61 120 15 134
3 S. Monica Blvd. Wilshire–Roxbury, straight 280 17 90 54 77
4 S. Monica Blvd. Wilshire–Bedford, right 390 30 90 54 77
5 Lincoln Blvd. Fiji–Venice, back 2300 205 120 60 30
6 Wilshire Blvd. Midvale–Westwood, right 130 7 150 80 71
7 S. Monica Blvd. Roxbury–Bedford, right 100 7 90 54 77
8 Wilshire Blvd. Veteran–Westwood, right 340 33 150 80 71
9 S. Monica Blvd. Westwood–Sepulveda, right 680 75 120 50 67

Table XI. Results: congestion threshold T!, S, N, and H.

T! (s) S (s) N (%) H (%)

1 93 362 92 84
2 175 608 80 87
3 62 987 94 99
4 82 987 92 99
5 354 900 100 97
6 36 454 39 98
7 42 987 46 83
8 74 454 37 100
9 121 493 90 54

6.1. Results

Our results are listed in Table XI where we reported, for
each street, its congestion threshold T !, the duration of its
congestion S , and the values ofN andH (namely, the per-
centage of how many pairs of vehicles experienced stable
congested and non-congested states, respectively).

In addition, in Figure 6, for each road number, we com-
pare T ! with two different values. The first, OT , represents
the traversal time a car would experience when traversing
that road while waiting for no more than a full red light
time. The second, THCM, represents the average traver-
sal times provided by the HCM method, as reported in
Section 2.

Contrasting first T ! to OT , the following observations
can be made. Streets 1 through 5 all experienced alter-
nated situations of congestion and non-congestion. The
values of N and H in Table XI confirm this conclusion,
as they both exceed the 80% threshold. Moreover, for each
of these streets, the value of T ! is larger than the value of
OT (as seen in Figure 6), which means that our algorithm

correctly found congestion threshold values above which
cars really experienced congestion. Streets 6 through 8,
instead, were deliberately chosen because they are empiri-
cally known as almost never congested. Our results corrob-
orate this knowledge in two different ways. First, for each
of these streets, OT > T ! (as seen in Figure 6), thus prov-
ing cars almost always enjoy a smooth drive because of the

Figure 6. Comparison between T!, OT , and THCM.
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Figure 7. Google Traffic results for the road section of experiment 3.

existence of a green wave. Second, the very small values
of N (Table XI) confirm that no stable congestion was vis-
ible over those streets. Finally, street 9 requires a different
discussion. A high value ofN and a small value ofH seem
to reveal a stable high congestion state (Table XI). Despite
this fact, OT is greater than T ! (as seen in Figure 6). This
paradox can be explained observing that as the traffic light
at the junction with Sepulveda Blvd. permits to turn right
on red, only very rarely our cars stood waiting for a full
red light time. To prove this with the correct explanation,
we performed a few more laps with cars going straight at
that intersection. As expected, during such laps the value
of T ! always exceeded that of OT .

A direct comparison of T ! and THCM shows that the
two methodologies, interestingly, return converging results
on most roads. In fact, roads 5, 6, 8, and 9 give almost
perfect matches (as seen in Figure 6). This fact can be
easily explained, observing that those are the roads where
the most accurate information regarding relevant road
parameters, as the peak road capacities, provided by the
Los Angeles Department of Transportation, was available
[25]. When, instead, such type of information was not
available and consequently default values taken from the
HCM were used, we observe that the two thresholds can
substantially differ (roads 1, 2, and 4).

As a final and additional experiment, Figure 7 reports
the state of road 3, as provided by Google Traffic, during
our experiments on the field. In particular, the three differ-
ent colors (white, gray, and black) corresponded to three
different traffic states (non-congested, mildly congested,
and congested) that Google Traffic reported at that time.
Note also the fact that the average speed below which that
road was considered as congested by Google Traffic was
22 km/h.

Interestingly, comparing the results provided by Google
Traffic with ours, we observed a rather good matching,

both in terms of congestion threshold speeds (16 km/h)
and in terms of the expected duration of congestion events.
In fact, we observe in Figure 7 that periods of congestion
(or no congestion) alternate, lasting approximately 15–
18 min each, whereas our results revealed that congested
and non-congested states last for at least 16 min (S D
987 s), as depicted in Figure 7.

In conclusion, our algorithm was able to meet our expec-
tations during our experiments, detecting when congestion
occurred and estimating its minimum persistence in time.
As such, and thanks to its simplicity, we believe it is the
ideal candidate to be integrated in modern ATISs.

7. CONCLUSION

We here presented an intuitive general-purpose traffic
congestion detection and short-term forecasting scheme,
which has been validated on a real test bed, driving for
over 450 miles along urban streets. The central part of our
contribution lies in the proposal of a novel definition of
congestion, where a street is defined as congested only in
those cases where it has a high chance of remaining in
that state for a given amount of time in the near future.
This has allowed us to turn our definition into an operative
algorithm that can be easily integrated into modern ATISs
while resulting effective in providing relevant results of
practical interest.
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